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Abstract 
 

In order to protect some important information communicated through an insecure network, a 

common hidden key must be used. One can produce the common hidden key using key 

agreement protocols; and this helps to have high security in modern data networks. Today, the 

designers of public key cryptography protocols try to set the public identity of a system's users 

(like their email addresses) as their public key. This not only makes a cryptographic protocol 

more efficient but also decreases its cost. These protocols are called "identity – based ". In this 

article, an identity – based multiple key agreement scheme will be presented; this scheme uses 

the challenge – response method to do the verification. While the number of random values 

produced in our scheme is the same as other schemes, the number of keys generated in this 

scheme is much more than what many other key agreement schemes produce,. Therefore, we 

will have less computational complexities campered with other schems. In this paper, we 

consider the security of our scheme and consequently,we will show that it satisfies  many 

security conditions such as strong security.    
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1. Introduction 

With the increasing use of computer networks, designing secure and more efficient 

protocols in cryptography is more needed. Key agreement and identification protocols are two 

groups of them which are much applied in internet services like in e – commerce. One of the 

recent important research topics is methods of producing a secure and efficient common 

hidden key. The first key agreement scheme was introduced in 1976 by Diffie – Hellman [1]. 

This scheme’s security is based on the difficulty of computing the discrete logarithm problem. 

In this scheme, the two sides of the protocol succeed in making a common hidden key. 

Unfortunately, because of not checking the other side's identity against man – in – the – middle 

attack, the Diffie – Hellman scheme is insecure and every intruder will be able to cheat users. 

The scheme introduced in this article makes use of challenge – response identification method 

to verify the user's identities. Some public key challenge – response identification schemes are 

mentioned in [2][3][4][5][6]. In this article, a multiple key agreement protocol will be 

introduced which uses pairing functions to produce key. Identity – based cryptography uses a 

user's public identity (with the desired length), like his/her email address or IP address, as 

his/her public key. And its corresponding private key is generated by compounding an identity 

string with the hidden key of a trusted authority called key generation center. The first 

practical scheme of identity – based cryptography (IBE) was introduced by Boneh – Franklin 

[7] and was based on pairing. After that many identity – based key agreement protocols came 

to the scene. In 2002, Smart [8] compounded Boneh – Franklin’s idea with the three_ part 

protocol of Joux [9] and so introduced the first identity – based key agreement protocol. On the 

other hand, Shim [10][11] rejected Smart's scheme on the grounds of its not having the 

forward security; and to correct it offered a new identity – based key agreement protocol. Then, 

Sun – Hiesh [12] found Shim's scheme insecure because of the man – in – the – middle attack. 

Other identity – based key agreement schemes such as [13][14][15][16][17][18][19][20][21] 

are also able to generate a key. In 1998, Lin – Harn [5], were the first presenters of multiple 

key agreement protocols. These protocols are far more efficient compared with other single 

key agreement protocols. Oh et.al [22] introduced an identity – based key agreement scheme 

which could produce 2 session keys at the protocol. But as shown in [23], this scheme was 

insecure too. The identity – based protocol presented by Kim et.al [24] could generate 4 shared 

keys. It was Shim [25] who found it also insecure. Identity – based schemes, like those 

mentioned above, make use of pairing functions. Some examples of pairings can be Weil's and 

Tate's which are defined on a group resulted from the definition of an algebraic curve, like an 

elliptic curve, over a finite field. These functions’ characteristics will be more elaborated on in 

the coming sections. In this article, we will introduce an identity – based multiple key 

agreement protocol which produces more keys and is much more secure in comparison with 

the current schemes. Because this scheme uses public key challenge – response identification 

method to verify the opposite person, therefore, this scheme can be compared with 

identification schemes of this sort, too. Challenge – response schemes like [2][3][4][5][6][26] 

have 3 main stages of information transmitting (including commitment, challenge, and 

response). The scheme presented in this paper, in addition to identification, makes the 

production of shared keys possible. This is done through increasing the quantity of the 

transmitted values in this stage. So, it is more efficient than the so far mentioned identification 

schemes. The article will proceed with the next section's elucidation of some introductory 

concepts. In part 3, we will offer our suggested scheme. In part 4, we will check its security. In 
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part 5, the required computation of each part of the presented scheme will be computated and 

in the final part, this scheme will be compared with other existing schemes. 

2. Introductory Concepts 

Definition 1: Elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) states that if the elliptic 

curve E is defined over the field
qF , and the point )( qFEP  with the order n and the point 

PQ  are known, then an integer number ]1,0[  nl  will be found so that lPQ   

holds. 

Definition 2: Assuming q  is a prime number; if 1G  and 2G  are two cyclic groups of order
 q ; 

it will be a pairing 
1 1 2

:e G G G   with these propertys:  

1. Bilinear: 늿( , ) ( , )abe aP bQ e P Q  for all 
1

,P Q G , *,
q

a b Z ; 

2. Non-Degenerate: There exists 
1

,P Q G  so that ˆ( , ) 1e P Q  ; 

3. Computable: There is an efficient algorithm to compute ˆ( , )e P Q  for all 
1

,P Q G . 

3. The Proposed scheme 

In this section, the article will introduce the new identity – based multiple key agreement 

scheme. An identity – based scheme has three stages of set up, key extract, and key agreement. 

A more detailed look at these stages will follow. 

The Set up Stage:  

Assuming E is an elliptic curve defined over the  field
pF . The key generation center (KGC) 

selects the point  pP E F  in a way that its order equals the prime numberq . Now, the 

KGC selects cyclic groups 2 1,G G P   of the order q  and lets the pairing 

1 1 2:e G G G  . Then the KGC selects the hash function 

   1 1: 0,1 , : 0,1qH Z H G
   . The H function takes a string with a desired length to a 

point which is a member of 1G P   . The key generation center, in order to produce its 

private key, randomly chooses the value of qs Z   and computes the value of its public key 

i.e. pubP sP . The system's public parameters are  1 2 1, , , , , , , , ,pubp q G G E P P H H e  and 

the value of qs Z   must also remain hidden.  

The Key extract Stage: 

For each user with the identity  0,1ID


  and public key ( )IDQ H ID , the key generation 

center computes the value of ID IDS sQ  as the user's private key and sends it to him/her 

through a secure channel. Thus, there will be a pair of identity – based keys equal to 

 ,ID IDQ S  so that 1,ID IDQ S G . Each user with this identity  0,1ID


  can verify his/her 

private key by checking this equation:  

   , ,ID pub IDe P S e P Q . 
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So, the KGC produces a pair of identity – based keys for each side, i.e. A and B, in a way that 

the value of  ,IDA IDAQ S  is for the side A and the value of ,IDB IDBQ S  for the side B. 

The Multiple key agreement Stage: 

Now, to generate shared keys, the sides A and B will do as follows: 

Commitment: B randomly selects the value of qc Z   and computes the value of IDBC cQ  

and sends it to A. 

Challenge: A randomly selects the value of qt Z   and computes the values of IDAT tQ  

and  1( ) IDAY t H C IDB IDA S  and sends the set  ,T Y  to B. 

Response: B first finds the value of  1f H T IDA IDB  and then computes 

  IDBY c f S   and sends the value of Y to A. 

Verification: A first computes  1f H T IDA IDB  and then accepts B’s identity if and 

only if this equation holds:  

 

   , , .pub IDBe P Y e P C f Q 
 

 

Key agreement: After verifying B
’
s identity, A produces shared keys this way: 
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 B first computes  1f H C IDB IDA   and then considers this equation 

pub IDAe(P,Y) e(P ,T f Q )   and if it was affirmed, B produces shared keys this way:  
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4. Security Analysis 

In this section, the security notes of the above scheme will be examined. 

Note 3: Because in the commitment stage, the value of c  in the challenge stage and the value 

of t  are randomly selected; so, respectively the values of  1 , IDBf H C IDB IDA C cQ    

and  1 , IDAf H T IDA IDB T t Q   related to them are also random. 

Note 4: If in this scheme, we take A as the center (server) and B as the user, A will not need to 

send the value of D in the challenge stage. As a result, B also will not need to check the 

verification relation. This way, the computational complexity and the quantity of the sent 

values decrease and the scheme's efficiency increases.  

Theorem 5: This paper’s proposed scheme has the completeness property; this means that an 

honest verifier affirms the real prover (user) after the verification stage.  

Proof: Generally this scheme has 2 verification relations; and we will first prove the first one 

which is used in the 4th
stage of the scheme:  
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Therefore this verification relation is complete. Now, we will take a look at the second 
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verification relation which is executed by B in the 5th
stage:  

 

1( , ) ( , ( ( )) )

( , ( ) )

( , ( ) )

( , )

( , ).

IDA

IDA

IDA

IDA IDA

pub IDA

e P Y e P t H C IDB IDA S

e P t f S

e P t f sQ

e sP tQ f Q

e P T f Q

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Consequently, the second verification relation is also complete. 

Theorem 6: The scheme offered here has the soundness property. 

Proof: In order to prove this property, we will have to show that impersonating somebody 

needs having his/her private parameters (or the ability to compute them) by the forger. Now, 

assuming the forger can impersonate B, s/he has succeeded, at least twice, in cheating A with 

these values    1 1 2 2, , ,Y f Y f  in the verification relation. Thus, we’ll have: 
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As a result, some one able to forge B’s identity twice, will surely be able to compute B’s 

private key. This is true also for the other side. The opposite of what we have so far mentioned        

is also absolutely obvious, i.e. anybody having A’s and B’s private parameters will be able to 

forge their identities. 

Theorem 7: The verification relation introduced in the key extract stage of our scheme has the 

completeness property. This relation confirms the user’s private key which is issued by the key 

generation center. 

Proof: The user having  ,ID IDQ S  has to use this equation to affirm his or her private key. 
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Theorem 8: This Paper’s scheme has the zero – knowledge proof property. It means that the 

prover succeeds in proving his/her identity to the verifier without revealing any of his/her 

hidden information. 

Proof: A (B) has this information    IDA IDBQ ,T,Y Q ,C,Y  of the other side. Finding B’s 
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(A’s) private key i.e.  IDA IDBS S  from  IDA IDBY (t f )S Y (c f )S     is impossible 

because the random value of c  ( t ) is unknown. On the other hand, finding c  ( t ) from the 

relation  IDA IDBT tQ  C cQ   requires solving the discrete logarithm problem. Therefore, 

this scheme has zero – knowledge proof property. 

Theorem 9: This paper’s scheme has the perfect forward secrecy. It means that if both A’s and 

B’s private keys are revealed, the security of their previous common hidden keys will not be 

endangered and no intruder will be able to compute previous session’s keys. 

Proof: We will show that if an intruder has the private keys of both sides of A and B, s/he must 

know at least one of the randomly produced values of the previous session’s keys. Assuming 

an intruder has the values of  IDA IDB IDA IDBS ,S ,Q ,Q ,T,C ; with regard to the relation 

   
t c

1 IDA IDBK e S ,C e T,S  , it is clear that the intruder must have one of the random 

values of t  or c  in order to compute 1K . Therefore, the intruder’s disability to compute 1K , 

prevents his finding the previous session’s keys. Thus this scheme has the property of perfect 

forward secrecy . 

Theorem 10: If the intruder can guess the challenge value, then s/he will be able to cheat the 

verifier in the verification relation. 

Proof: Assuming the intruder knows (or can guess) the value of f; (thus, s/he sends the value  

IDBC P fQ   in the commitment stage, and the value  pubY P  in the response stage to the 

opposite person. Now, with regard to the verification relation, we have:  

 

   

 

 
 

pub IDB pub IDB IDB

pub

pub

e P ,C fQ e P ,P fQ fQ

e P ,P

e P,P

e P,Y

   






 

 

Therefore, the intruder will succeed in cheating the other side in the verification relation. 

Because 
*

qf Z  is a random value, thus the probability of the intruder’s correctly guessing the 

challenge value is 
1

1q-
. Now, regarding the fact that q  is a very large prime number, this 

probability is negligible. This happens in many well-known identification schemes such as [4] 

[5][6]. 

Theorem 11: The scheme introduced here has the property of key-compromise impersonation 

security. This means that if A’s long-term private key is revealed, the intruder even having it, 

will not be able to introduce himself instead of B to A. 

Proof: Because A’s private key has no impact on B’s sent value (the signature or the answer 

of IDBY (c f )S  ); so, the intruder having A’s private key cannot impersonate B. It is the 

same for the opposite side. 

Theorem 12: The scheme offered in this paper has the property of known-key security; 

meaning that if the intruder gets access to a session key, s/he will not be able to compute the 
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succeeding session keys. 

Proof: Because the succeeding session keys are dependent on the private keys and random 

values of the two sides of the protocol, the intruder will not be able to compute the next session 

keys. 

Theorem 13: The scheme proposed in this paper  has the property of unknown key security 

and is immune against the man-in-the-middle attack. 

Proof: The property of unknown key security means that assuming A and B are executing the 

key agreement protocol, the active intruder C must not be able to interfere in the protocol in a 

way that after ending the protocol, A believes he has done key agreement protocol with B; but 

on the other hand, B believes that he has produced a common secret key with C (the intruder). 

The man-in-the-middle attack is: suppose A and B are executing the key agreement protocol; 

in this attack, the active intruder C interferes in doing the protocol in a way that makes the two 

sides of the protocol agree different keys. Now, in this paper’s scheme before the two sides’ 

key agreement stage, the challenge-response method will be used for the opposite side’s 

identification; and therefore they will make use of the other side’s identity before the 

production of the shared key. Thus, this scheme is secure against the above mentioned attacks.  

Theorem 14: Our suggested scheme has the strong security property. This means that in case 

any of the pairs (A’s private key, B’s random value) or (A’s random value, B’s private key) or 

(A’s random value, B’s private key) or (A’s random value, B’s random value) is revealed, the 

protocol’s security will not be at risk. 

Proof: This scheme is designed in a way that in case of disclosing any of the pairs 

 IDB IDAS ,S  or  IDBt,S  or  IDBc,S  or  c, t , the value of the 1K key cannot be computed. 

As mentioned before, with regard to    
t c

1 IDA IDBK e S ,C e T,S  , we can compute 

1K only when we have access to one of these pairs  IDAS , t  or  IDBS ,c . Therefore, the 

1K key has the strong security property and so other keys resulted from it, also enjoy this 

property. 

5. Computational Complexity 

Here is a brief account of the needed computations for each stage of the above protocol: 

- Setup Stage: 

 1 scalar multiplication in
1

G . 

- Key Extract Stage: 

 1 scalar multiplication in 1G  , 1 hash function to produce key for each user.  

- Key Verification Stage: 

 2 pairings. 

- Key Agreement Stage: 

Commitment: 1 scalar multiplication in 1G . 

Challenge: 2 scalar multiplications in 1G , 1 addition in 2G , 1 hash function. 

Response: 1 scalar multiplication in 1G , 1 addition in 2G , 1 hash function. 

Verification: 2 pairings, 1 scalar multiplication and 1 addition in 1G , 1 hash function for 

each user. 
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Key Agreement: To produce 1K , 1 pairing, 1 exponentiation in 2G and to produce other 

keys, 3 pairings, 1 exponentiation and 3 multiplications in 2G  are required for each 

user. 

6. Comparison 

In this section, there will be a comparison between our newly introduced scheme and other 

similar schemes and at the end the gist of this discussion will come in table 1. As stated before, 

public key challenge-response identification protocols like [2][3][4][5][6][26] have 3 general 

stages (commitment, challenge, response) like the scheme offered in this paper where for 

some more operation and the multiple key agreement ability added to these stages of the 

scheme, our protocol has become much more superior over the mentioned schemes. In 

identity-based key agreement schemes like [13][14][17][18][19][20][21] for 2 randomly 

chosen values, they will be able to produce 1 key. The schemes [15][16] produce only one 

shared key for 4 randomly produced values. Also, Oh et.al’s scheme [22] is able to generate 2 

shared keys for 2 random points. Moreover, it is worth noting that not all existing key 

agreement schemes such as [5][22][24] satisfy some of the security conditions mentioned 

above. The number of shared keys produced in some protocols such as [5][24] are at most 4 

shared keys for making 4 random numbers; and this number equals the shared keys produced 

in this article’s scheme for producing 2 random values. In addition, in many multiple key 

agreement schemes like [5][24], the number of randomly produced values by each of the two 

sides is 2. This means, in the total protocol, 4 random values are produced and for each of the 

random values, a multiple of P is computed: while in the protocol suggested in this article, 

each of the two sides generates only one random value and computes one multiple of P and in 

the whole protocol, two random values and their corresponding P multiples are produced 

which also adds to the efficiency of this scheme. Also, as proved above, this scheme satisfies 

some important security conditions like perfect forward secrecy and strong security. 

 
Table 1. Comparison 

Number of 

mutual key 

Number of 

selected random 

number in 

scheme 

Identity – Based Scheme of Type 
Index of 

scheme 

× 2 × Identification [2][3][4][5][6] 

× 2  Identification [26] 

1 1 × 
Key agreement- 

Identification 
[27] 

1 2  Key agreement 
[13][14][17][18]

[19][20][21] 

2 2  Key agreement [22] 

1 4  Key agreement [15][16] 

4 4  Key agreement [5][24] 

4 2  
Key agreement- 

Identification 
Our scheme 

7. Conclusions 
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In this paper, a multiple key agreement scheme is presented which is identity-based and uses 

the challenge-response method to verify the identities of the two sides of the protocol. 

Moreover, this scheme is zero-knowledge proof: and for the 2 randomly produced values in 

the scheme, 4 shared keys are generated. This article’s proposed scheme satisfies all the 

security conditions related to key agreement like perfect forward secrecy and strong security. 

Therefore, in comparison with many current key agreement schemes, this is more efficient.  
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